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About This Game

Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking

Server Browser

Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination

4 Maps

In-Game Weapon Unlocks

Weapon Customization

2-12 Players per match

Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use

Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and

experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?

The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the

top!

Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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All in all this is a neat little game. It's price is next to nothing and you get your money's worth: 4-5 hours of sidescolling shooting
action. The weapons are varied, the difficulty is completely fine (let alone for two-three rooms of swarms of enemies, but
nothing that you cannot do on the fourth-fifth try), the soundtrack is pretty ok, and there's even a twist in the story.

Recommended for this price!. I'm Aru's biggest fan. One of the few games I've replayed to see if I could do better. First time
around I won, but at the cost of pretty much everyone I know dying, and both sides taking severe losses. No one really wants a
story to end like that. I was pretty depressed for the rest of the day truth be told. So, played again, won again. Won better.. If
there would be a neutral I would pick that instead of negative.
The game is not bad, just not something I enjoy for longer time.

It just reminds me too much of a (free to play) mobile title with a lot of repetition and grinding.
For people who really enjoy the combat it may be a good investion, but there the game is just not tight enough for me.

I recomend all to try the demo, to see if you like the gameplay or not.

+ Quite unique puzzle gameplay.
+ The game is all in all quite well done, no big bugs noticed to now.
+ The characters play different, the enemies and the levels as well.
+ And there are upgrades which also change the way you play, making them more than gimmicks
+ There are quite some (optional) challenges later.

- The "random" generated levles can have big differences in difficulty
- The game seems to be made with mobile also in mind.
- The game gets a bit grindy and the randomness is not always fun.. Cool, but it doesn't feel like you are progressing into more
difficult levels. Also no highscores, time attack, highest level reached.... aleast not after ~10 levels. Looks good, music and audio
OK. Something funny about the physics sometimes though,. If you like mellow\/relaxing instrumentals that make you feel
calm\/sad, this soundtrack will be what you're looking for.. Man, I love this game. The art style is very different from other
visual novels, it's more realistic in that sense. The characters also blend in with the background, which is super rare in visual
novels.
It's a super interesting concept, on how you need to prove that you are the real Mike.
If you like mystery and horror, and have a hour in your day, you should play this game.
One thing about this game is some of the endings are quite confusing, and we don't know that much on whats happening.
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It's fun... for one game.

The reason? My first ever turn went on for half an hour and seemed like it would never end. With no real peril or impression
that I was going to die, I was so tired I just had to let the hordes descend on me and kill me for a break!. Bad matchmaking.. in
brilliant
. I've spent hours playing Rampart with friends and consider myself a veteran of the original. My comments here are based upon
both the original Rampart game and Castle Chaos as it's own unique game.
The Good:
+ Very similar to the original Rampart
+ Fun to play by self or elbow to elbow with comrad
+ 4 players, not 3 like Rampart
+ The gnomes add a fun and irritating element to the game
+ No huge investment of time needed to learn and master
+ Most of the gameplay elements are easily adjustable from main menu
+ Statistics feature
+ Catchy theme music is a perfect compliment to the original

The Not so Good:
- The odd psedo pixilization of the wall shapes makes it difficult to visually manipulate each piece when repairing or building
walls. Ie: the pieces blend together and appear as one while moving them next to one another. The original Rampart the pieces
were simple solid colors. An option to use solid color shapes with outlines would be my preference. This issue alone is nearly a
deal breaker for me.
- No online mulitplayer capability (yet)
- Only ONE map? really? The original had at least 2 or 3 as I recall.
- The clouds don't appear to have any purpose other than asthetics. I could be wrong here.
- No mouse support. I understand the unbalanced advantage a person would have if playing a local battle with friends with only
1 person using a mouse. At least in single player battles the mouse should be an option.

Suggestions:
* A detailed recap of how the score is tallied up after each round. This would be helpful so players know where their points are
derived and what they might focus on with the next round.
* Rework the graphics overall. Either make them 8-bit, 16-bit or semi modern. The current look is a mish mash that isn't
pleasing to the eye, IMHO.
* The game just ends after the last round isn't much of a spectacle. Maybe there could be some sort of a bonus round or double
points thing, or maybe a target round shooting at moving targets. Just ranting on how to kick it up a notch here.

Overall the game is fun and definetely worth the pricetag, especially if you catch it on sale. Kudos to Odd Comet Games for
rehashing an old classic with a few new twists.. A young guy was flipping through a book of recreational math puzzles while a
shonen anime aimed at guys just a bit younger than him played in the background. He started to wonder how to make a
successful game that he could proudly show to the world. It filled him with immense hope and ambition, but the struggle to
translate nerdy challenges to far-reaching entertainment tried him mightily. Hours had already turned into days, then weeks, then
months; he now knew the end was coming and he would have to pay his rent somehow. In a fit of frustration and exhaustion, he
attempted a cram session of programming and passed out on the keyboard.

In a dream, the guy encountered a mysterious and very powerful force that coalesced into a beautiful and imposing figure, a
woman of mystery known only as LSD. LSD invited the guy to explore the realms beyond light and time--a land of wild and
supernaturally useful code snippets, with which even the lousiest hack could easily generate interest beyond their imagination.
But to reach the realms, he would have to exceed the greatest foes of his own mind at the very riddles he wanted to use as
gameplay material for his star project. After many tries, with LSD's constant guidance, he surpassed the dangers of Desperation;
he conquered Past Failures more easily. Nearing the realms, Inability almost forced his hand in defeat; but he found a sly detour
by simply ignoring it until it ceased to exist. At the realm's precipice awaited the final foe: a half-naked toddler with a gazeless
stare, drool all over his face and body, and torn chocolate-and-crayon-stained papers crumpled messily in his sticky fingers.
Though he struggled mightily, he could not beat the toddler, who always seemed to know his riddling moves better than he did
himself. For what seemed like an eternity, the two waged a mental war until finally one finally exhausted and gave up.
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When he woke up, the guy's mother picked him up by the trainer-pants and put him back in the playpen. She did not recognize
the crumpled papers in his hands, though some of the handwriting clearly belonged to his father. She thought nothing of the
tatters of math puzzles and story problems upon them. But when the father returned to his computer that evening, he panicked
to himself that his hidden drug stash in the dusty old notebook by the monitor was suddenly gone! And even more strangely, his
Steam program now contained links to something he had never seen: the Steamworks API. Therein, he found that his account
had somehow published a game and posted it on Greenlight without his ever knowing. He tried the game himself, but quickly
gave up in frustration. Somewhat amazed but mostly confused by the whole series of events, he decided to let the Greenlight
process go on its own; when the game was actually published, he didn't even know how to take credit. In truth, no one would.

That game, by the way, was called Jesus Christ RPG, and it's still better than this piece of crap. In fact, you probably had more
fun reading this than you would with this game. In fact, I spent longer writing this review than beating this game.. Holy moly
this game is adorably spooky.

Two flaws though: Dying sends you back to the first level & controller support.

Otherwise for 4.99 this game is so worth it!!. Its a fine game. Very interesting.. Fantastic and challenging! You will die in this
game....... a lot..... but you will become addicted quickly. Well worth the price.. It may not look like much, but this game is a
pretty good time waster. It's also nice that you can play it with your friends too. 10/10
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